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NARROW GAUGE TRACK

Claisebrook Rail Car Depot
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All tracks are Bi-directional
**EAST PERTH TERMINAL**

- Car Dock
- 6.5km
- 79.8m

---

**EAST PERTH**

- EAST PERTH TUNNEL
- 0.0 Fremantle Line
- 0.0 Midland Line

---

**MOUNT LAWLEY**

- THIRD AVE ROAD BRIDGE

**THIRD AVE ROAD BRIDGE**

- 1.516

---

**SEVENTH AVE ROAD BRIDGE**

- 2.142

---

**MAYLANDS**

- 2.839

---

**MELTHAM**

- 3.550

---

**BAYSWATER**

- RAILWAY PDE ROAD BRIDGE

---

**RAILWAY PDE ROAD BRIDGE**

- O/H Pipe

---

**GUILDFORD RD RAIL BRIDGE**

- 2.639

---

**EAST PERTH - MELTHAM**

- DUAL (sg + ng) GAUGE TRACK except as shown

---
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BURSWOOD STN

PED. CROSSING

PERTH STADIUM - VICTORIA PARK

NARROW GAUGE TRACK

CLAISETWROOK

3.100

203 200

167 166

DNP

SWAN RIVER

(GOONONGUP BRIDGE)

3.500 decreasing

3.570

3.44 (PC P38)

3.612

BURNSWOOD

BURLSWOOD STN

PED. CROSSING

GREAT EASTERN HWY

RAIL BRIDGE

HOYICK ST

Pedestrian footbridge

P2862

CARLISLE

PERTH STADIUM

PERTH STADIUM

VICTORIA PARK

ALL BI-DIRECTIONAL WORKING TO 411 & 412
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Signal Locations

Home Support
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Home Support